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Introduction
Hermitage Park is an urban park in the Conservation Area of
Helensburgh, covering approximately 4.7 hectares. The Park
contains significant heritage features, gardens and recreational
space. Currently, there is no interpretation about natural or
cultural heritage located within the park, although occasional
walking tours are offered by volunteers.
The Argyll and Bute Council are applying for Stage 2 funding
through the HLF Parks for People programme to upgrade and
redevelop the park. This Interpretive Strategy supports the
application by identifying the park’s heritage assets and the
stories they can tell. It also identifies a preferred option for
physical interpretation within the park’s landscape to tell
these stories appropriately for the target audiences. Close coordination with the production of the Activity Plan has ensured
that activities align with interpretive goals and that physical
interpretation supports proposed park activities.
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Target Audiences

TARGET AUDIENCES
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Older people

Hermitage Park is primarily a local park, serving as a recreational
resource for neighbouring residents particularly dog walkers and
families. Several schools border the park and school children
use it during the school day for physical activities and natural
heritage studies. Overall, use of the park has declined over recent

Families on
nearby Naval bases

years mostly due to deteriorating infrastructure and concerns
over safety and anti-social behaviour.
The exception is the play park, which has seen new
equipment added due to the efforts of local residents.
In addition to improving the park for these key audiences – local

Teens &
Young people

residents, schoolchildren and families – the current project aims
to increase park visitation by reaching out to under-served or
hard-to-reach audiences.
Additionally, the park’s redevelopment seeks to attract more
visitors from special interest groups, for example those
interested in gardening or local history.

Out of town
day visitors

*

* Hermitage Park is en route between
the popular destinations of the
Helensburgh esplanade and Hill House.
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Interpretive Approach
In developing interpretive proposals for Hermitage Park, it is important to keep
in mind our audiences. Hermitage Park contains a particularly rich heritage for
a public, city park and maximum benefit should be made of it. However, target
audiences are not coming primarily to visit a heritage site, but for recreation.
Therefore, fixed interpretation within the park should be tightly focused on key
messages, include high level interpretation only and be fun and easily accessible
– both physically and intellectually.
To make the permanent interpretation within the park relevant to the broadest
possible audience, it should be people-focused. In order not to overwhelm
visitors, we propose placing discrete bits of interpretation throughout the park
where it can be ‘discovered’ rather than massing interpretive media at just a
few locations. Interpretation will include text, images and audio components.
We propose that wind-up or solar powered audio points be used at some of the
interpretive locations, for example music could be playing at the site of the former
bandstand or historical characters could be heard speaking at the Memorial
Garden, former house site or mill.
Physically, a light touch will be taken with the interpretation, working it into
landscaping wherever possible (seating, paths, art installations, etc). Care will
be taken to avoid cluttering the park with interpretive signage and to respect
the integrity of the Memorial Garden. Interpretation for the War Memorial and
ironwork gates will be done to preserve photo opportunities. Collaborative art
projects are proposed in the Activity Plan for general audiences and school
groups in Sections 20.3 and 20.4. These will be inspired by the park’s heritage and
potentially be considered as part of the interpretive installations.
The Interpretive Plan has benefited from the extensive, historical research
undertaken in developing the Conservation Management Plan (CMP) and provides
interpretation for the main designed landscape features listed in Section 2. The
Interpretation Plan also considers the Landscape Character Zones mentioned in
the CMP and provides for an interpretive location within most of the major areas.

INTERPRETIVE APPROACH
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Interpretive Approach

INTERPRETIVE APPROACH
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(continued)

The permanent interpretation proposed for the park is intended for the general public, which
will represent the majority of visitors. More detailed interpretation for visitors with specialist
interests can be made available through guided tours, activities, publications or digital media.
Making wifi available within the park as proposed creates opportunities for visitors to link to
additional online resources – given as website links on the panels – or through downloadable
apps. Interactive apps – perhaps designed as games or treasure hunts – could engage young
people and school groups with the park’s heritage on a deeper level. An app could be developed
in the future in which visitors could virtually reconstruct elements of the park’s heritage by
using a smart phone or tablet, e.g. Hermitage House or the mill ‘pops’ up in the landscape when
the device is pointed in the correct direction. Digital media also allows users to access primary
sources such as maps and photographs and reveals further secondary stories.
One of the specialist audiences will be school groups or others wishing to learn about the park’s
natural heritage. However, the CMP identifies that the Park has little inherent significance
for wildlife, ecology or nature conservation. It does have some potential, though, and in
redeveloping the Park it is the intention to encourage biodiversity by enhancing habitats,
planting native vegetation, installing a pond and bat roosts. As any improvements will take
time to establish and see benefits to wildlife, permanent, static interpretation isn’t feasible
or appropriate as part of the park’s first stage redevelopment. The dynamic nature of content
related to wildlife, ecology, biodiversity and sustainability is more appropriately interpreted
through programming. This has been addressed in section 20.1 of the Activity Plan under
holiday activities and events programmes for families (including bug hunts and ‘bio blitz’) and
in Section 20.4 on sessions for schools. Example school activities include:
• Go wild – find out more about the natural environment of the park, discover what lurks in the

Gardening enthusiasts represent another specific audience for Hermitage Park and one which

burn and under the rocks and learn more about we can do to help the wildlife.

the site hopes to attract in greater numbers. Guided tours developed for these visitors will
allow a greater focus on the park’s horticultural history, trees and plantings and will appeals

• Energy – look at the science behind creating energy and learn more about how the mill was

to group such as gardening clubs. These are addressed in Section 2.1 of the Activity Plan.

powered and what powers our new Park Pavilion.

Hermitage Park may wish to also develop a self-guided leaflet which would allow independent
visitors to learn more about the site’s notable specimens and provide detailed content, such as

We have proposed placing ‘habitat markers’ in three locations in the park to provide stopping

scientific names, which won’t appeal to the general visitor. This leaflet could be made available

points for guided tours or locations around which to focus activity programming. These function

for hire or purchase in the café. Section 2.1 of the Activity Plan also describes courses aimed

similarly to how the heritage interpretive locations will also be stops on guided tours and foci

at this audience to teach horticultural skills such as pruning, making willow sculptures, and

for activities. However, the ‘habitat markers’ wouldn’t incorporate detailed interpretion.

growing herbs and vegetables.
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The Big Idea

For hundreds of years, the land that is
now Hermitage Park has served as an
economic, civic and recreational hub of
the local area and contributed to the
health of its people.

All of Hermitage Park’s interpretive themes and stories should be
united into a single underlying relevance - one Big Idea that guides
the content and approach to interpretation. The Big Idea becomes
the most important interpretive message that visitors take-away.
It can be viewed as the ‘sound bite’ that answers the question:
“What is this place about?” The Big Idea statement should clarify,
limit, and focus the nature and scope of the interpretation . It
helps planners decide what stories will and will not be included in
the interpretation. As it is a tool for planners, the Big Idea will not
necessarily appear to visitors in this form.

THE BIG IDEA
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The following six primary interpretive themes will guide interpretation. All of the
park’s stories should help support one of these themes. Some specific stories that
fall under each theme are noted. This is not a comprehensive list, but encompasses
the main stories for the target audiences.

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Site

A Family Home

The Public Park

The Mill

War Time History

Horticulture & Gardening

Primary interpretive themes are the building

The most effective interpretive themes link

Intangible characteristics are important

At this site, we want visitors to learn about

blocks – the core content – on which the

things (the tangible) with ideas and meanings

because they help us turn the bare tangible

and appreciate its tangible characteristics,

interpretation within Hermitage Park is based.

(the intangible, the things of personal

facts into stories, which is the best way to

but interpretation should go beyond this. The

They identify and convey the park’s unique

value that visitors are seeking). Heritage

interpret the site to visitors. Interpreters

main messages we want visitors to take away

significances. They are the key ideas

sites have both tangible and intangible

use interpretive themes to craft stories that

relate to intangible characteristics.

through which the site communicates with

attributes. Tangible characteristics are

connect the tangible characteristics of

the public. They connect the site to the larger

physical characteristics that you can see,

sites to the intangibles that make those

ideas, meanings, and values to which all

hear, smell, taste, or feel (for example – the

sites significant.

visitors can relate.

War Memorial, birdsong, views). Intangible
characteristics are ideas, meanings, beliefs,
or values associated with a site (for example –
sacrifice, industry, recreation).
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PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES : THE SITE

The Site
The elevated viewpoint and
picturesque burn made these
grounds a natural choice for an
estate mansion and a feature in

2

Helensburgh’s 19th Century
planned layout as a garden city.

Interpretive Location: 2

• The design of Helensburgh as a planned

• The land that is now Hermitage Park may

through further research, Boutcher’s Banks

garden city in the 1770s by Sir James

appear as an identified location on a 1732

could qualify as a landscape of national

Colquhoun incorporated the pre-existing

designed landscape (Boutcher’s Banks) by

importance. Colquhoun’s plan for Helensburgh

estate as a house and plot within his

William Boutcher Sr. Boutcher laid out his

may have also incorporated elements of

grid system.

plan for the Barony of Milligs on request of the

Boutcher’s Banks in its grid pattern design.

landowner Sir John Schaw. Boutcher was a
Scottish garden designer and nurseryman who
was active from 1721-1738. He also designed
or advised on landscapes for Inverarary
Castle, Kennedy Castle, Duff House and
Blair Castle. If this association is confirmed
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PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES : PRIVATE ESTATE
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A Family Home
The history of Hermitage House
and the two families who owned
it – the Alexanders and Crambs –
provides a good example of how

7

Helensburgh grew from

6

2

the wealth and patronage of
Glasgow businessmen.

8
Interpretive Locations:
2, 7, 6, 8

• Rober t Fulton Alexander, a thread and

• The Cramb Family were great benefactors

• When the last brother John Cramb died in

• Although the estate house was demolished

cotton manufacturer in Glasgow, built

to the town giving some of the front garden

1894, the estate passed to his sister,

in mid-1960s, other evidence of the private

Hermitage House (or expanded an existing

that fronted onto East Arg yle Street for the

Susannah Cramb. Upon her death in 1911, it

estate can still be seen today. These

house) in the 1830s. When he died in 1870,

construction of Hermitage School in 1880.

was sold to the town of Helensburgh for use

include the formal park entrance gates and

the house passed to his sister Susan

They also presented the old Hermitage

as a public park.

piers, the route of the entr y/carriage drive,

Alexander Stead who lived nearby.

Primar y playing fields to the east of the

the outline of house site (to be reinstated

old school (now the site of Parklands

under current proposals), the walled

• In 1876, the Cramb brothers bought

School) to the school. The Cramb Family

kitchen garden (now War Memorial) and the

Hermitage House off the estate of Susan

are still remembered with the Cramb Medal

open lawn to front of house site.

Alexander Stead af ter her death in 1875.

presented to the Dux of Hermitage Academy

Between 1859 and 1875, the Cramb

each year.

Brothers were in business in Glasgow as
‘photographic ar tists’.
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PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES : PUBLIC PARK
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The Public Park
3
Since 1911, Hermitage Park
has served as an important

1

civic and recreational hub for

6

local residents,a role that
continues today.

5

Interpretive Locations:
1 , 3 , 5, 6,

• The town bought the site from Miss

• During the 1920s, Hermitage Park

• Examples of civic events taking place

• Today, Hermitage Park continues to play

Cramb’s estate (as per her wishes) for use

underwent an ex tensive redevelopment.

in Hermitage Park over the years include:

an impor tant role in the local community,

as a park in 1911.

This included the construction of a

in 1911 the park hosted the travelling

used for recreation but also by neighbouring

bandstand, rustic timber bridges over the

enter tainment Lord George Sanger’s

schools for physical activities and studying

burn, a playground with the now iconic

Hippodrome, Circus and Menagerie;

natural heritage and local histor y.

‘rocking horse’, bowling green, tennis

annual Remembrance Day events at the

cour ts, putting green, War Memorial and

War Memorial; celebrations to mark the

plantings. The mill was dismantled in 1922.

1937 Coronation of George VI and Queen

The Hermit’s Well may date to the 1930s.

Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon.
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PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES : THE MILL
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The Mill

For at least 700 years, a grain
mill operated here on Millig Burn
servicing the region’s farmers and
supporting Helensburgh businesses
including a bakery, a brewery and

5

a distillery.

9
Interpretive Locations:
5, 9
• The name ‘Moiglaig’ has been traced to

• The three surviving date stones on the mill

which produced 800 gallons of whisky a week,

• The mill – including the mill buildings, dam,

this site as far back as the 1200s, implying

(1796, 1834 and 1854) likely represent periods

describes ‘the water is of the finest quality

lade, mill pond and land to the south east –

there has been a mill on this burn since then.

of expansion or modernisation at the mill.

for fine malt whisky, being collected over

was gifted to the town by Sir Iain Colquhoun

Originally, the mill served the surrounding

nearly three acres of moss in a long dam’ i.e.

of Luss in 1919 and the mill and ancillary

• The Mill is the birthplace of Helensburgh.

the Mill Dam.

structures were largely demolished in 1922.

were a very important economic asset for

• Robert Lennox, a local maltster, took over

• The size of the mill in the late 1800s

• Mill evidence that can be seen in Hermitage

landowners. Oats and barley were likely to

the mill in 1834. Helensburgh was expanding

suggests it was a commercial operation,

Park today includes an exposed portion of

have been the main staples.

in the 1830s and the growing population would

and it is likely that grain was brought in from

the mill lade running under the entrance

have required a brewery to supply its almost

outside the district for milling. The presence

drive, the mill dam and footprint of mill pond,

30 public houses.

of a chimney in surviving photographs

embankment for mill lade, mill ruins, and the

suggests that corn drying and malting also

site of the former lade overflow into the burn.

farms and as in the rest of Scotland tenants
would have been required to use it, as mills

• By the late 1700s, the mill was producing
surplus for sale. Products were probably
stored at the Granary which used to stand at

• Lennox possibly also supplied grain to the

took place here. The visible remains of the mill

the bottom of Sinclair Street in Helensburgh,

Helensburgh Distillery which also used the

today represent a fraction of the full extent of

located for ease of access to water transport

mill’s water supply. An 1838 advert for the

the mill, which was about four times the size

for the grain and flour.

sale of the lease of the Helensburgh Distillery,

of what is now standing.
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PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES : WARTIME HISTORY
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Wartime History

Hermitage Park has important

4

local associations with WWI with
a hospital and medicinal herb

6

gardens in the grounds during
the war and afterwards the
establishment of a war memorial.

Interpretive Locations:
4, 6
• An extensive and rich collection of

• In 1923, the war memorial was built on the

• The War Memorials ironwork gate is by

• During WWII, the house itself wasn’t used

photographs taken by local photographer

site of Cramb House’s walled garden. It was

Robert Smith & Co. This company supplied

perhaps due to its poor condition – but Red

Edward Graham in 1916 records the use

designed by Helensburgh architect Alexander

architectural ironwork and fittings for

Cross huts, a bomb disposal hut and air

of Cramb House as a convalescent hospital

Nisbet Paterson (1862-1947). Paterson lived

several Charles Rennie Mackintosh projects

raid shelters were located in the grounds of

during and after WWI. Many local women

at the fine 1901 Arts and Crafts mansion

including the Willow Tea Rooms and

Hermitage Park.

helped out as auxiliaries and as

Longcroft on West Rossdhu Drive, which

The Glasgow School of Art.

Red Cross volunteers.

he designed for his family. Paterson was
encouraged to enter the design competition

• The War Memorial, ironwork gates and walls

• The Dunbartonshire Herb Growing

for the war memorial by his friend and fellow

are Category A listed for their architectural

Association grew medicinal herbs, such as

Helensburgh resident ‘Glasgow Boy’ James

merit by Historic Scotland.

chamomile and deadly nightshade, in the

Whitelaw Hamilton who also suggested the

grounds with the help of local school girls

walled garden as its location. AN Paterson

from St Bride’s. Such herbs were in short

also designed Clyde Street School, another

supply during the war. The House’s stable and

fine Arts and Crafts building in Helensburgh.

conservatory were used as drying sheds.
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PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES : WARTIME HISTORY

Horticulture
& Gardening

14

3

These grounds have a long
association with notable gardeners,
botanists, horticulturists and plant

7

collectors, as well as at various
times containing allotments and
victory gardens, supporting a
commercial plant nursery and

8

hosting flower shows.
Interpretive Locations:
3, 7, 8
• The land which is now Hermitage Park may

• For several years in the mid-1800s, the

• Rober tson & Galloway hired land in the

• Jim McColl, well-known presenter of

have be par t of the well-known landscape

Alexanders’ gardener, Archibald Arroll, won

estate from Susan Alexander to run a plant

the T V series, The Beechgrove Garden,

designer William Boutcher’s 1732 plan for

numerous prizes for flowers and vegetables

nurser y from 1872 – 1878.

lived in Helensburgh from 1954-56 when

the Barony of Malligs.

grown in the grounds of Hermitage House

not attending his course at West of

at shows sponsored by the Helensburgh

• In 1880, the West of Scotland Rosarian’s

Scotland Agricultural College. His father,

• Sir William Jackson Hooker (1785-1865),

Hor ticultural Society and the Glasgow and

Society Annual Show was held in the

a Helensburgh parks superintendent, lived

famous plant collector and eventual

West of Scotland Hor ticultural Society.

grounds of the estate.

first in the conver ted Air Raid Post at the

director of Kew Gardens, has links to

nor th of Hermitage Park, and later in the

Hermitage Park. He had a holiday house

• The walled garden ser ved as a kitchen

in Helensburgh and was a neighbour in

garden for the Cramb and Alexander

Glasgow of the Alexanders (owners of

families and was planted with medicinal

Hermitage House). The Hookers also knew

herbs during the world wars.

the Steads, the family into which Susan
Alexander would marr y.

bungalow at the park gates.
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INTERPRETIVE CONCEPT: The ‘People of Hermitage Park’ Trail
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Interpretive Concept

Carved or embossed in timber and stone.

Focusing on the people of the park.

To develop small interpretive structures through design competitions.

A number of areas of significance have been
identified in the park and these have been
incorporated into the development zone plan.
The concept for the interpretation is to place
a significant interpretive component in a three
or four of the nine zones. The interpretive
substance of these components will be
designed to fit with the proposed new
treatment of physical improvements and
material palette for new landscape designs,
pathway treatments and architectural
structures. Where possible interpretive text
and images will be incorporated as relief
work, carved or embossed in timber and stone
or printed on appropriate outdoor materials.

A major project goal is to encourage
greater and wider use of the Park allowing
more people to enjoy a diverse range of
activities. The interpretation will support the
engagement of more people by focussing to a
large extent on the ‘People of the Park’,
those for whom we have records and whom
we can use to ‘speak’ about the Park’s history
and heritage.

There may be an opportunity to bring an extra
dimension to the development of the core
interpretive components by the creation of a
limited completion for architectural students
to design small structures in a similar way
to the recent and successful competiton
Scottish Scenic Routes 2013 launched by
Richard Lochhead MSP , Cabinet Secretary
for Rural Affairs, the aim of which was to
enhance the visitor experience of Scotland’s
world famous landscapes by creating
innovative viewpoints.

The interpretation locations should be
linked together in the form of a ‘Park Trail’,
the purpose of which is to encourage
exploration provide interest for children,
but not necessarily to be followed on a
proscribed route.

The project was supported by Napier
University’s Wood Studio and based in Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National Park and
encouraged the use of native timber species
in architecture. This approach offers exciting
opportunities for real public engagement and
high profile visibility.
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Interpretive Locations
Nine locations have been selected for interpretation.
These include a welcome at the main park gates, an
interpretive ‘hub’ at the proposed new pavilion and seven
other sites scattered throughout the park. Interpretation
at the nine locations collectively cover all the main
interpretive themes and stories. As the park has numerous
entrances, there cannot be a prescribed order in which
visitors access the interpretation. Therefore, the stories
at each location should be independently understandable
yet together build a picture of the park’s history over time.

3

3

4

11
22

4

77 6 6

55
8

8

9

9

The Bug Hotel

Markers:
1. Green Energy
2. Frog Habitat
3. Bat Habitat
4. Bee Habitat
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.
Nunc volutpat mi velit, a
ultrices velit ultrices in.
Phasellus vel luctus odio. .

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.
Nunc volutpat mi velit, a
ultrices velit ultrices in.
Phasellus vel luctus odio. .

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.
Nunc volutpat mi velit, a
ultrices velit ultrices in.
Phasellus vel luctus odio. .

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.
Nunc volutpat mi velit, a
ultrices velit ultrices in.
Phasellus vel luctus odio. .

1. The Main Gates

6. The Hermit’s Well

2. The New Pavilion

7. Former Estate House Site

3. Reconstructed Kitchen Garden

8. Former Band Stand Site

4. Outside The Memorial Garden

9. The Mill Ruins

5. The Mill Lade Route
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Park Signage
Themes:
Public Park
Horticulture

1

STRATEGY

The main entrance to Hermitage Park on
Sinclair Street is certainly the most visible if
not the most used entry point into the park
and is where the most prominent new sign
should be placed.
This sign shall be the first of the way finding
system throughout the park, using a botanic
fret cut pattern as a motif.
Beyond the main entrance gates a simple
orientation plaque should be placed to
include a map and a very brief introduction to
Hermitage Park encouraging movement
toward the new Pavilion.

Location 1 : The Main Entrance

17
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Interpretive Marker

Main Sign

Directional Signs
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Pavillion / Cafe
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The construction of a new Pavilion or the
refurbishment of the existing building
will become a natural gathering point
for visitors and regular Park users. It is
therefore the best location to give a broad
over view of the histor y of the site and act
as the Orientation Hub for the Park .

Orientation Hub

An information hub with map and ex tended
essential information, which is designed
to join or interact physically with the new /
refurbished pavilions structure.

Themes:
Public Park
The Site

2

Location 2 : The New Pavilion

19
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Reconstructed
Kitchen Garden

The kitchen garden will be reconstructed
over the site of the former play park. The
interpretation here will focus on the histor y
of the garden, the hor ticultural aspects of
the park and the ties to the former family
home. An audio post will be included,
featuring one of the known gardeners or
hor ticulturists associated with the park.

Former site of play park
Public Park
Horticultre & Gardening
A Family Home

3

Location 3:

Exact Location TBD
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Outside the
Memorial Garden
Alexander Nisbet Panel
War Poetry
Private Estate
Public Park
War Time History

STRATEGY

Location 4: Outside the Memorial Garden

A traditional interpretative panel focusing on the hermitage park
memorials Architect, Alexander Nisbet Patterson. Placed to the
lef t side of the gates, looking onto the memorial garden as to not
obstruct future photography of the memorial.
As par t of the project, the walls of the Memorial Garden will be
conser ved. This provides an oppor tunity to incorporate poetr y into
the interpretation in this area. Stone plaques car ved with selected
lines of tex t representing different wars will be placed for visitors
to discover. As a younger generation will be unfamiliar with these
war poets or their works, complete quotes should be carefully
selected to be understood as standalone elements. Examples
might include:

‘He is dead that was alive…’ (On Active Ser vice, by Edith Whar ton )
‘Let us sleep now…’ (Strange Meeting, by Wilfred Owen )
‘We’re none of us the same!’ (They, by Siegfried Sassoon )

4

21
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Mill Lade Route
Public Park
The Mill

5

STRATEGY

The interpretation site is based on the
location of the old mill pond, nex t to the
new play area. The ridge line of the original
mill lade that linked the pond with the mill
is highlighted by seasonal planting which
provides a formal line of colour through the
wooded bank.

Location 5: Site of New Play Park

22
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Interpretative
Sculptural Seatting
Wartime History
Private Park
Public Park

STRATEGY

Location 6: Hermit’s Well

The Hermit’s Well has been a significant feature throughout
the park’s histor y. Reinstating the original door to the well
could create a surface for titling. The area to the lef t side
of the Well could situate a sculptural, interpretive outdoor
seating area, inspired by images of ser vice men and women
resting by the well. This is the best oppor tunity within the
park to interpret the war time uses of the house and gardens.
This is also a potential location for an audio post, which
could feature a ‘fair y stor y’ about the well aimed at children,
a selection of local memories about the well in the 20th
centur y, or a soldier talking about his time convalescing here.
To the side of the well it is proposed to inser t a cast copper
ladle in clear resin into the wall in memor y of the original
drinking ladle that was once here.

6
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Site of Former
Estate House

Landscaping proposals call for reinstating
the outline of the house with plantings
and/or hardscaping. Informed by the
original architectural plans, tile based
interpretation could be worked into this.

Former House Outline

Potential location for audio post, character
of Rober t Fulton Alexander or John or
Susannah Cramb.

Private Estate
Horticulture

7

Location 7: Site of Former Estate House
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Site of Former
Bandstand

STRATEGY

The foundations of the bandstand can
still be seen and would form the basis for
interpretation in this location.
A wooden framework based on the original
structure could built framing the view
nor th, across the burn toward the memorial.

Sitooterie
Private Estate
Horticulture

8

Location 8: Site of Former Bandstand
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The Mill Ruins
Mill Wheel Panel
The Mill

STRATEGY

The Mill ruins represent a key heritage asset of
the park and the oldest par t of the park’s stor y.
Interpretation here would make best use of the
few sur viving original features. The date stones
will be interpreted within the histor y of mill
development. The mill stone would be dug out and
mounted within a panel, held in place by brackets.
This is also a potential location for an audio
post, bringing the working mill to life through the
character of a 17th centur y miller.
In addition to the main interpretation of the mill
at the ruins, the intention is to highlight other
features throughout the park including the mill
lade and bank, and site of the mill pond.

9

Location 9: The Mill Ruins
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